Lady Midnight
Chapters 12-14
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ACROSS
3 Supposedly Diana went to visit a warlock friend here
4 Everyone at the Lottery has this
9 Julian asks Emma if she has kissed this person
10 This person taught Julian how to tie a tie
13 These runes were not working on Julian in the car
15 All Mark wants is a plate, or bow, of these
18 The sales girl’s ﬁrst name at the thrift store
20 Livvy tells the girls Mark is ﬂirting with that he has this disease
21 Cristina says everyone thinks Emma will be the next ________
22 The poison from Julian’s jacket comes from this plant
27 Most humans who have the sight have ______ going years back
28 Julian says this person is the best looking avenger
30 The Followers of the Guardian are meeting here
32 Ty had been hiding this animal in his room
36 Julian will not let Emma call ________ when he is hurt by the bolt.
37 The Clarinetist at the Lottery is part ____
38 Kieran's mother was this type of Faerie
39 This is the restaurant where they all eat after ﬁnding the body in the
pool
40 Julian always wanted one of these
41 Mundanes have this disease too so Mark doesn't have to worry
about his eyes
43 Julian asks Emma to pick him up some of these when out shopping
44 Mark uses this person’s tux
45 Kieran is a prince of _______
46 Emma always ate chocolate chip _____ with her parents when she
was little
50 Julian’s suit is by this designer
51 The Lottery ticket looks like one from ____ and the ______
52 Everyone’s hands got stamped with lines of _____ under a
_____
53 Julian goes by this last name at the Lottery
54 Livvy compares Cameron to this person

55

55 Emma with her ______ was one of the ﬁrst things Julian had ever
wanted to paint
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‘Too much coﬀee, not enough _______’
The color of dress Cristina buys
Uncle Arthur thought that someone stole the bust of _______
Julian tells Mark he looks like this person
If anyone hurts Cristina, Emma will grind them to a pulp and make
these with the remains
8 Mark wore a fake-fur ____ and nothing else
9 Cristina goes with Mark to return this
11 Mark had borrowed his transportation from this person
12 Julian reads books from this section of the library
14 Emma had seen the lady that was at the front door of the Lottery at
this place before
16 The author of a poem that was written on the cave walls
17 Cristina believes this person has a plan for Emma
19 Cristina wants Emma to stop saying this word
23 Livvy says that the car looks like this because it is so bloody
24 Emma and Cristina go dress shopping here
25 Julian does not know what this is, in the car
26 The meeting place of the Followers has been shut down for this
many years
29 Emma collects kitshy ______ pillows
31 Arthur has a meeting with this person
33 Mark pours this over this food
34 Mark says ‘Excuse me miss’ to this
35 Mark wears two shirts in case one is ________
42 There are no sexually transmitted diseases in this place
47 Julian and Emma almost kissed but the clash of ____ startled them
48 The thrift store looks like a place where you get kidnapped and sold
to the ____ according to Cristina
49 Julian compares the Lottery to a ____ ﬁlm

